This paper proposes improved a theoretical prediction equation for concrete-filled steel tubes (CFT) subjected to compressive forces. This ultimate load capacity is inferred from a database of 344 experimental results reported in the literature by using Gene Expression Programming (GEP). Moreover, a series of structural comparisons between design provisions, other mechanically-derived expressions and the proposed prediction are addressed. The levels of accuracy, practical use and phenomenological understanding of the phenomenon are pinpointed. The results obtained are in good agreement with both the experimental and theoretical predictions. Advantageously, the proposed expressions are robust and provide an accurate prediction. Disadvantageously, the expression does not expl, elyt, Advantages and disadvantages of such type of predictions are pinpointed.
Introduction
Concrete-filled tubes (CFT) are extensively used in structural engineering and including a steel tube with a concrete core casted inside. Usages of CFT range from high-rise buildings to bridges construction. For the past, CFT are usually designed as slender with high length-to-diameter ratios (L/D>15.0 prone overall buckling) whereas for the latter, these structural elements are generally designed as stocky (L/D<10.0 not prone to overall buckling).
One key parameter which determines the crosssectional resistance CFT is the steel contribution ratio δ, defined in Eq. (1) . The cross-sectional resistance N pl for circular CFT (pure compression) is generally defined as in Eq. (2) in which the coefficients α and β account for the passive confinement provided by the steel tube to the concrete core. The passive confinement is particularly effective in stocky columns (i.e., members not prone to overall buckling L/D<10). Researchers have provided different expressions for accurately defining those coefficients as a function of geometry (A s , A c ) and material parameters (f y , f ck ) [1] [2] [3] . In some cases, empirical calibrations have been also used [4] for adjusting the results obtained to the experimental or numerical data found in vast experimental databases publicly available in the literature [5, 6] . 
The past decade has seen a growth in attempts to employed CFT columns in structural engineering problems. Recently, cyclic loading tests on CFT columns have been performed by Zhou and Xu [7] .
They concluded that the axial compressive force level and thickness of outer tubes have an elementary influence on the behavior of the test specimens while the hollow ratio and the concrete strength have a little influence when the axial compressive force level is low. Kim et al. [8] studied the CFT connections experimentally to improve the design of their structural details. Also, Hu and Hwang [9] investigated the performance of new composite (steelconcrete) moment connections through numerical simulations. Hu and Leon [10] evaluated the seismic performance and evaluation for composite-moment frames (C-MF) with a new type of bolted connections. The application of shape memory alloys in CFT columns has been studied by Hu et al. [11] . Also, Hu et al. [12] suggested a design procedure based on the advanced methods introduced in the AISC Provisions.
Moreover, in last decades, various algorithms aimed at predicting the relationships between set of variables from a set of data have [13] [14] [15] Various examples on the application of GEP techniques as predictive tools based upon complex relationships between parameters and experimental data sets are available [17] [18] [19] .
In this paper, two GEP models for predicting the In the preliminary step of a hypothetical monotonically increasing load applied concentrically on a CFT cross-section, the steel tube extends faster in the radial direction than the concrete core, i.e., the steel tube does not provide any strength to the con- These authors pointed out that the ultimate load strengths suggested in [1] [2] [3] follow mechanically derived models coupled including some empiricallyobtained coefficients for the sake of calibration. Furthermore, comparisons between these suggestions and 344 experimental tests found in [5, 6] were performed recently [4] . It was concluded that the predictions given in [1] provide the most statistically and structurally sound results among those studied. It is significant to point out that in the experimental dataset used for drawing these conclusions, the L/D and D/t ratios of the tests were selected in such a way that no local/overall buckling was expected to happen as the preliminary failure mode.
In some works [24, 25] , the load-bearing capacity and ductility of stocky CFT are investigated experimentally, numerically, analytically and also from the structural codes perspective. Comparisons between relevant codes and experimental/numerical results are completely carried out. Numerical and experimental studies related to this topic are incessantly refined with more models, predictions and details of the formulations [26] . A plenary summary of several design codes and the cross-sectional strength of CFT is provided in [27] .
Gene Expression Programming
The Genetic Programming (GEP) methodology was first proposed by Koza [28] , as a generalization of Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [29] . The superiority of a system like GEP are obvious from essence, but the most important are (1) [30] . More details about GEP can be found in Ref. [28] .
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Application of GEP for the prediction of N pl in stocky CFT
There are five major steps in preparing to use GEP, of which the first is to choose the fitness function [32] . The fitness of an individual program i for fitness case j is evaluated as in Eq. (9) (9) in which p is the accuracy and E(ij) is the error of an individual program i for fitness case j. For the absolute error it is expressed by Eq. (10):
Again for the absolute error, the fitness f i of an individual program is expressed by Eq. (11):
where R is the selection range, P (ij) is the value predicted by the individual program i for fitness case j (out of n fitness cases), and T j is the target value for fitness case j. So, for a perfect fit, P (ij) = T j for all fitness cases and maximum fitness f max =R n , where n is the number of fitness cases.
The second major step includes of choosing the set of terminals N pl and the set of functions F to create the chromosomes. In this problem, the terminal set consists of the independent variables associated with the material and the cross-sectional properties of CFT, i.e., N pl =f (D, t, f y , f ck ).
The third major step is to select the chromosomal architecture, i.e., the length of the head and the number of genes. A head length h=8, and three genes per chromosome were employed.
The fourth major step is to choose the linking function. In this study, the sub-ETs were linked by addition. Finally, the set of genetic operators that cause variation and their rates are chosen.
From the collected data sets used in this study, around 75% of data were used for training (chosen randomly until the best calibration performance was obtained), while the remaining patterns (25%) were used for testing, or validating, the model.
The GEP-based explicit formulation of N pl is given in the Eq. (12) 
in which the following consistent units must be 
Results
The material and geometrical cross-sectional characteristics, namely, D, t, f y and f ck reported for the experimental data were used as inputs to the program.
GEP model was developed according to experimental data. Table 2 According to a logical hypothesis reported in [31] , if a model gives R>0.8, and the errors are at the minimum, there is a strong correlation between the predicted and measured values [17] . The model can therefore be judged as satisfactory. The correlation coefficient (Eq. (14)) illustrates the fit of the GEP's output parameter approximation curve to the actual data output parameter curve. Also it can be observed from Figs. 9, 10 and Table 2 that the GEP models (Eqs. 12 and 13) predict the target values to an acceptable degree of accuracy and with a relative level of straightforwardness. It is worth pointing out from Table 1 
where A i and P i are respectively the actual and predicted outputs for the ith output, and are the average of the actual and predicted outputs, and N is the number of sample. Comparing the performance of the GEP-based formulations (Table 3) , it can be observed that Eq. (13) has the best performance on the whole of data. Despite of the better performance of the Eq. (13) model, it is slightly complex and has long expressions.
Therefore, another GEP-based formulation (Eq. (12)) can be easily employed for prediction of ultimate load in CFTs. 
Conclusions
The cross-sectional resistance of stocky CFT has been studied quite extensively in last decades. In 
